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adobe acrobat to the rescue?



i’m not alone

from http://amplicate.com
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how to make
an app usable?



simplify and humanize?



not always welcome

Clippy
2003-2008

RIP



James Gibson (1977): “action possibilities” latent in environment

Donald Norman (1988): action possibilities that are perceivable

affordances



Donald Norman



a door with good affordances

“affords pushing” “affords pulling”



unhappy doors

push or pull?
door with user manual
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conceptual models

to use a complex application
we imagine what’s inside

we form structures in our mind
we connect actions to structural changes

“abstract
    affordances”



an example



cropping in adobe photoshop



(demo)

look at image size
crop entire image without aspect ratio

note effect on image size
repeat with aspect ratio

now enter resolution



cropping in adobe lightroom



concepts



Lightroom architecture diagram from
http://www.troygaul.com/LrExposedC4.html

code
interface

user’s model

conceptual model

PrintedImage PixelMap

PrintDims BoundingBoxPixelDims

print

Lr-crop

http://amplicate.com
http://amplicate.com


hypothesis

the quality of the conceptual model
is the key factor that determines

how usable the app will be
how easy it is to build and maintain

how reliable it will be



fred brooks

Conceptual integrity is the most important 
consideration in system design. 
—1975

I am more convinced than ever. Conceptual integrity 
is central to product quality.
—1995



what’s a concept?
a set or primitive representations
Char TweetKeywordDate

a set of structures

GPSCoord

names referring to real world objects
ISBNSSN CallNo

Book <BOOK, isbn: BOOK -> ISBN, callno: BOOK -> CallNo>

URL

Member <MEMBER, ssn: MEMBER -> SSN, address: MEMBER -> Address>

Address

a set of events
join <JOIN, ssn: JOIN -> SSN, addr: JOIN -> Address>

<LEND, isbn: LEND -> ISBN, ssn: LEND -> SSN>lend

<shelved: set BOOK, lent: MEMBER -> BOOK>Inventory



subconcepts
C’ is a subconcept of C iff
fields(C’) ⊇ fields(C) and explanation of C’ involves C

Book <BOOK, isbn: BOOK -> ISBN, callno: BOOK -> CallNo>

<..., SHORT: set BOOK, maxloan: SHORT -> Period>ShortLoanBook

Book ShortLoanBook

may have no extra fields
Book NonCirculatingBook



dependency
C’ depends on C iff
C’ cannot exist without C and explanation of C’ involves C

elements of C’ refer to elements of C
may arise because:

Book <BOOK, isbn: BOOK -> ISBN, callno: BOOK -> CallNo>
Member <MEMBER, ssn: MEMBER -> SSN, address: MEMBER -> Address>

<shelved: set BOOK, lent: MEMBER -> BOOK>Inventory

CallNo

Member

Inventory

Book

ISBNSSN Address



dependency
C’ depends on C iff
C’ cannot exist without C and explanation of C’ involves C

occurrence of event in C’ affects or affected by state in C
may arise because:

<LEND, isbn: LEND -> ISBN, ssn: LEND -> SSN>lend
<shelved: set BOOK, lent: MEMBER -> BOOK>Inventory

CallNo

Member

Inventory

Book

ISBNSSN Address

lend



weak dependency
C’ weakly depends on C iff
explanation of C’ involves C but C’ can exist without C

CallNo

Member

Inventory

Book

ISBNSSN Address

lend

Hold



features
a feature is a set of concepts that 
(a) has useful function
(b) is closed under dependence

find

Metadata
BookMember

Hold

lend

ISBN

Inventory

searchfind

Metadata
BookMember

Hold

lend

ISBN

Inventory

searchfind

Metadata
BookMember

Hold

lend

ISBN

Inventory

searchfind

Metadata
BookMember

Hold

lend

ISBN

Inventory

search



where do concepts come from?
domain concepts:

exist in problem domain

photo, movie, song

direct flight, code share

401k, CDO, commission

typeface, ligature

analogic concepts:
based on known notions

blog post, email, tweet

desktop, folder, file

layer, mask, stacking

cart, order, item

synthetic concepts:
invented for software

relative reference

hypertext link

tag, keyword

select, cut bu!er

confused concepts: a big problem!
direct flights, CSS pixel dimensions

some concepts are key enablers
relative references, paragraph styles



design criteria



orthogonality
› concepts are independent
› concepts are coupled in overlapping features

generality
› concepts are rich enough to support distinct features
› extra concepts added instead of generalizing existing ones

completeness
› enough concepts to support existing features
› crucial concepts are missing, features don’t fully work

consistency
› subconcepts are treated uniformly
› subconcepts have unexpectedly different features



orthogonality apple keynote

skip slide
make parent

make parent
and skip



orthogonality apple keynote
nest

Slide

Skipping Nesting

skip

nest

Slide

Skipping Nesting

skip

✘

nest

Slide

Skipping Nesting

skip

nest

Slide

Skipping Nesting

skip

✘



orthogonality faucets

coupled

uncoupled

LeftTap RightTapTemp Flow

adjTemp adjFlow

Rotation ExtensionTemp Flow

adjTemp adjFlow



orthogonality apple mail

selecting a message outside the conversation
causes all messages in the conversation to be selected



orthogonality apple mail

organize

Msg

Selection Conversation

select



orthogonality HTTP methods

HTTP GET: no form data

HTTP POST: form data



orthogonality HTTP methods

setQS

HTTPRequest

Method QueryString

setMethod

Body

setBody

createRequest

setQS

HTTPRequest

Method QueryString

setMethod

Body

setBody

createRequest



orthogonality cropping in Ps and Lr

PrintedImage PixelMap

PrintDims BoundingBoxPixelDims

print Lr-crop

PrintedImage PixelMap

PrintDims BoundingBoxPixelDims

Resolution

Ps-crop

resampleprint

resize



generality apple keynote

TextAction

Object Text

Action

Audio

AudioAction

Animation



generality gmail



generality gmail

Message

autoClassify

Category Label SystemLabel

viewByCategory viewByLabel

setLabelsetCategory



generality apple mail



generality apple mail

SearchCriterion

Constraint SearchableConstraint

Rule

Metadata

Msg



generality programming languages

JavaScript holes
undefined, null and ReferenceError

Java
primitive & boxed types

Ruby closures
lambda, proc and block



completeness apple OS X trash

trash is just like any other folder...

if you delete an old file by mistake,
how do you find it?

can’t search by deletion date



completeness apple OS X trash

emptyTrash

Dir Trash

delete

File
FSObject

emptyTrash

Dir Trash

delete

File
FSObject

DelDate



completeness adobe indesign

so character style can only italicize some typefaces



adobe indesign:
face & style

apple pages:
font & transform



completeness adobe indesign

FontMods

Face FontStyle

Font

CharFormat

StyleTransform

italicsCharStyle

Magma Light

12pt, tracked Light �LightItalics

apply italics

FontMods

Face FontStyle

Font

CharFormat

StyleTransform

italicsCharStyle

Magma Light

12pt, tracked Light �LightItalics

apply italics



completeness (a note)

completeness means
existing features must have enough concepts

completeness does not mean
enough concepts for additional features

examples
Git has no concept of directory

Keynote and Powerpoint have no styles



consistency apple preview

Text

Note
Annotation

Fontsetting

Text

Note
Annotation

Fontsetting



consistency fuji x100s

“ ”



consistency fuji x100s

Settings

Setting SavableSetting

saveSettings



completeness fuji x100s



completeness fuji x100s

Function

SetParam
set ISO to 400

set ISO

FunctionButton

Function

FunctionGroup

FunctionItem
set ISO to 400

set ISO

FunctionButton



analyzing git
with Santiago Perez De Rosso



git, distributed version control



tracking & untracking

but if file is committed,
reset will NOT untrack it

to untrack in that case,
update-index to make it 
“assumed unchanged”

after that, reset will 
TRACK the file



WorkingDir

File

LocalRepo

Path Content

add

Tracked

commit

Index

reset

untracking in git



gitless: our reworking of git



untracking in gitless

WorkingDir

File

LocalRepo

Path Content

track

Tracked

commituntrack



postscript: acrobat



orthogonality acrobat



completeness apple preview



conclusion



idioms concept state structure

all s: Style, p: Property | some s.rules | r.prop = p

Element Stylestyle !

Rule

rules
Property

Value

prop

value

basedOn

?

!

!

Stylesheet

styles

idea: classify idioms; invariants expose tricky design problems



next steps

analyzing diagrams
› do graph properties (eg cycles) have design implications?

new case studies
› Gmail, CSS and DropBox underway

evaluation
› is Gitless easy to use?

concept to code dependences
› does a concept dependence imply a code dependence?



related work

on concept description
› Analysis Patterns (Fowler, 1997)
› Data Model Patterns (Hay, 2011)
› Conceptual Models (Henderson & Johnson, 2011)

on conceptual integrity
› “orthogonality, propriety & generality” (Brooks, 1997)

on dependences
› the uses relation (Parnas, 1978)
› Design Rules (Baldwin & Clark, 2000)


